
Love Package Descriptions 

Aengus’s Love Empowerment 

Aengus is known as the young, handsome Irish God of love. He helps people find their soul mates and 

twin flames to enjoy harmonious relationships. He helps lovers resolve arguments with his magical 

harp music and healing kisses. 

  

Let him help you with this empowerment, bringing the love into your life that you need and resolving 

any quarrels in your relationship. 

 

Aphrodite Beauty Ray 

The Aphrodite Ray will help you to connect with Aphrodite energy. Aphrodite is the Goddess of beauty 

and will help you shine your true beauty outwardly to all around you.  

Sometimes we just need a little boost on days we don’t “feel pretty” this attunement is just for that! 

There is a small manual with instructions on how to pass on the Aphrodite Beauty Ray and how to call 

upon the Aphrodite Beauty Ray. 

Aphrodite.... The Greek Goddess of love and passion. She represents unabashed female sexual energy. 

She will help to balance out the male/female energy where needed. She also helps women feel 

comfortable with their bodies and sexuality. Her energy to me is one of inner feeling, and recognizing 

your wants, needs and desires. She is connected to the sacral chakra and planet Venus... 

In many pictures Aphrodite, Foam Born, rose naked from the Sea on a scallop shell. 

You can always recognize her from her luscious flowing hair and nearly naked body... 

Let Aphrodite help awaken the Goddess within you! 

 

Apollo’s Ray 

 

Chakra Tantra Reiki 

Chakra Tantra Reiki is a form of Spiritual healing that balances the yin and yang-male and female 
energies within the chakras. Chakra Tantra helps to fully awaken the Kundalini energy. In Hindu 
philosophy these two polar opposites represent Shiva and Shakti.  
 
Chakra Tantra Reiki is a combination of chakra balancing thought integration of polar energies, and 
ourselves working on our creative energies to manifest our wishes. It is also helpful in re-invigorating 
our creative and sexual energies, dealing with the sacral chakra area. It can help to alleviate back pain 



due to energy blocks, improve fertility, and personal power.  
 
Chakra Tantra Reiki combined with visualization exercises, aromatherapy and massage is great at 
removing energy blockages and releasing deeply held belief and behavior patterns. 
The manual contains: 

 How to give and in person Chakra Tantra Reiki massage 
 What aroma oils to use 
 Grounding Massage 
 The Balancing Symbol 
 Energy Healing & Guided Meditation Massage on back spine 
 Energy Healing Work on Chakras 
 Drawing the Chakra Attunement Symbols 
 Corresponding Crystals 
 Awakening and Re-Invigorating Sexual energies 
 Sending Long Distance Symbols 
 Attunement Process 

Erotic Empowerment 

The Erotic Empowerment is a very powerful attunement and one of the key functions is that it 
increases your self confidence as the air of confidence if you will attracts others to you. When you are 
lacking in self-confidence this lingers in the layers of your energy body and has a negative effect on 
you as well as repels others. Lack of self-confidence weakens the magnetic field. There is a meditation 
included that if used regularly will help you to increase self confidence, courage, charisma and help 
you to have an open mind and heart. The empowerment has rays that you can use on yourself to help 
you with bringing out your inner beauty and radiance. You can also aim the rays at another person to 
increase their fascination with you as long as it is in line with the Highest Good of All. 

These energies can also be used for healing and improving relationships or sparking or rekindling the 
flame in a relationship/marriage. 

There are two levels to the Erotic Empowerment. In the first level the energy body and aura are 
cleared, cleansed and cleaned of negative energy. This allows the negative energy that has formed 
due to your negative beliefs about yourself to be removed so that the aura can attract strong interest 
from others and allow the beauty from within to shine outwardly. This naturally increases your feelings 
of confidence about yourself. The second level increases your sex appeal so that you have a greater 
magnetism and can draw persons of like energy to you. 

There are many more benefits of the Erotic Empowerment. Here are examples but there are many 
more! 

 Increases self confidence 
 Increases relationship abilities 
 Increases self placidity 
 Increases sex appeal 
 Increases health 
 Creates better relationships with others 
 Simplifies and speeds up connection to soul mate/twin flame/husband/wife/relationship 

The Manual Includes 



Level One 

Attunement 

Aura Clearing ? Self Clearing and Clearing for others 

Meditation 

Level Two 

Sexual Attraction Rays for Self and Romantic Interest/Partner/Soul Mate/Husband/Relationship 
Partner 

Sex Symbols 

How to pass the attunement onto others 

 

Expansive Love  

This system works not only on desire to have a relationship with fellow human beings, but also helps 
in our relationship to God, our relationship to our desires, dreams and the relationship with the 
Universe.  

Level 1, Sharp Cupid Arrows . Works by sending vibrations of love to someone we love. Just like Cupid, 
our love vibration that darted like an arrow piercing the heart of love quickly. Help others to better 
understand what we feel towards them. 

Level 2, Heartbeat Radiance. Helps strengthen; deepen our relationships with other people or social 
group. Raise the vibration of a desire to unify, strengthen the relationship. 

Level 3, Light Peace Dove. Helping to proclaim for peaceful sound of our feelings, to reconcile the 
divisions. 

Level 4, Hard Shell. Assist us in protecting the quality of relationships, work automatically reflect the 
negative vibrations. 

Level 5, Lovely Rhythm of Harp. Help us in expressing devotion and love. 

Everyone wants to love and be loved. Everyone wants to connect or for their own = want to feel 
connected (it can raise self-esteem in a social group or a proof of the ability to separately connect with 
others). 

  

Follow your Heart Reiki 

Follow Your Heart Reiki Empowerment connects you to Spirit and your inner soul to help you with 

empowerment. You have within you a desire to follow your heart, but often it is hard to do this and 



sometimes you may find you are on the wrong path. This happens when you get distracted by 

everyday life and trying to take care of mundane things. While it is true that you must meet your 

obligations and do what is necessary to survive in the physical world, you must also take care of your 

inner self, the part of you that desires to complete the work on this earth you came here to do. Follow 

Your Heart Reiki Empowerment helps get you back on track and helps you identify and clear away the 

things that are holding you back. As long as you resist taking action on fulfilling your desires, you will 

continue to have a nagging feeling deep inside that constantly reminds you that there is something 

more you are meant to do or be on this earth. Follow Your Heart Reiki Empowerment also helps you 

to take steps toward achieving your goals by filling you with positive energies of courage, 

empowerment, and love. 

Gaia – Goddess of Seasons Abundance 

Mother Goddess of the Seasons, Abundance, Fertility, Love, Healing,Empowerment, Enrichment. 

Gaea "the Deep-Breasted One", is the ancientGreek Goddess of the Earth, considered by Hesiod "the 
oldest ofdivinities". 

She was said to be the child of Ether (Air) and Hemera(Day), though some said She was born directly 
from Chaos with Eros (Love) andNyx (Night). 

She is credited with creatingthe Universe, and is known as the mother of many. 

  

Gaea is considered the Mother of All, who nourishesand cares for Her children, and brings rich 
blessings. 

  

Gaea as the ever-present Earth was invoked in oaths asa witness, and as one who being All, knew all, 
was considered a goddess ofprophecy: the Olympian oracle was Hers, and the famous oracle at Delphi 
wasoriginally Hers, before Apollo either stole it,or before it was passed down through Her daughter 
Phoebe to Him. 

  

Gaea in a reading indicates a time of fruitfulness andbright blessings, of nourishment and 
fulfillment.Alternate spellings: Gaia, Ge. 

In Greek mythology, she created the Universe and gave birth to both the first race of gods (theTitans) 
and the first humans. 

She was known as the supreme goddess by humans andgods alike. 

She presided over marriages and oaths and was honoredas a prophetess 

Goddess Gaea Will Help You With: 



  

·     0;Enhancing Your Mystical Powers in Energy Works 

·     0;Bringing Life Essence to Your Life and of Others 

·     0;Giving Great Power in Healing 

·     0;Enhancing Your Telekinetic Power 

·     0;Enhance Your Energy Treatments 

·     0;Enhance Your Femininity 

·     0;Fertility Problems 

·     0;Solving Relations and Love Problems 

·     0;Bringing Love inYour Life 

·     0;Enhancing Clairvoyance for Tarot Reading and in Dreams 

·     0;Power 

·     0;Nurturing 

·     0;Be More in Contact with Nature 

·     0;Abundance and Prosperity for Yourself, Business and Others 

·     0;Protection for Yourself, Children, House and Business 

  

 

Heart of Gold 

 

Heart Vortex Energy 

This is energy of high love vibration. Through reinforcement aura of our body, this lovely energetic 
tool offers self-harmony, deep understanding of Self, relationship based unconditional love, reveal our 
hidden talents as our highest potential of Self and psychic abilities. 

It releases our intense feelings to the rhythm of love. The harmony of our love vibration helps us to 
recognize our certain conditions and accept it as a path of love to become well-being. This Energetic 
system allows for the creation of a reality that is based on our highest potential. 



Its high energy vibration penetrates our cellular structures to stabilizing our DNA pattern and inhibit 
the possibilities of cell degeneration. 

Heartache Healer 

Heartache Healer is an energy system comprised of three levels. After you receive your attunements 
to Heartache Healer, it is recommended that you activate the energies and participate consciously 
with a guided meditation to enhance benefits. 

Many people feel both pain and love after there has been heartache hurt. If you do not want to forget 
what the love for the person feels like, it is common to hold onto the pain also. For separating the two 
is not easy when you are in the middle of your feelings. Love/pain Separator energy function is 
included in the Heartache Healer Energy  System so that you can separate these two feelings. This 
needs to be done in the form of a guided meditation initially. Later, for re-activations of Love/pain 
Separator you can simple activate it by its name rather than having to go through the entire 
meditation. 

Rainbow Moonstone Shakti assists you to feel love in a positive way. Many people associate pain with 
love because of past painful experiences. Moonstone energies can help you with your inward journey 
and to retrieve the parts of yourself that may have been lost or neglected due to an emotional wound. 
this Shakti can help you to fully accept yourself and come to peace with any actions or words said in 
the past, and the feelings about missed opportunities. It is a powerful feminine force that helps you 
regain your inner and outer glow. If you are a man, it can help heal your relationship with any woman. 

There  is special empowerment to a bird included in level three. This bird's assistance addresses a very 
important reason why many cannot move past the hurt. There are negative energies in the astral 
realms referred to as 'larvae'. They appeared to the founder, Mariah Couture, as wasp larvae. Mariah 
was shown how in the inner realms, those feed on the energies of pain. They prefer that a person stay 
feeling pain so that there is more energy food. They lodge in those spaces keeping emotional wounds 
open. This special bird, here on Earth, once attuned to their empowerment, will arrive to you in the 
spiritual realms  and clean you energetically, removing all astral larvae so that your emotional wounds 
can heal. 

 

I am saying yes to love 

If you are wanting the excitement of stronger love connections and stronger friendship connections, 
more joy and fullfillment and even more prosperity, then the I AM Saying Yes To Love Attunement is 
a very powerful attunement that helps you to remove blockages within your heart chakra to creating 
all the love, intimacy and romance that you have been craving. The universe gives you as much love 
as YOU THINK you can handle. Removing barriers within your heart chakra and removing fear and 
doubt, willhelp you to expand your true love potential. 

  

POSITIVE BENEFITS OF THE I AM SAY ing YES TO LOVE ATTUNEMENT 

  

  



Accept love 

Accept yourself 

Embrace your imperfections 

True and loyal friendships 

Ability to maintain strong friendships 

New beginningin love 

Healing relationship issues 

Ability to maintain long term romantic relationships 

Ability tocommit 

Unconditional love 

Expandingyour true love potential 

Feeling Love 

Trusting Love 

Romance 

Happiness 

Peace 

Stable  Relationships 

Compassion 

Become emotionally available 

Becoming more emotionally giving 

True love foryourself 

Love Your Body, Hair, etc. 

Increase prosperity 

And so much more 

  



 

Immaculate Heart of Mother Mary Reiki 

The energies of Immaculate Heart of Mother Mary Reiki will release the hold that negative energies, 
memories and actions have upon us. It will restore our inner harmony with the Love of the Divine. 

Immaculate Heart of Mother Mary Reiki will heal past childhood wounds from mistreatment so that 
we no longer blame and despise ourselves for being unlovable. The energies will help us to cultivate 
love and allow love to flow freely within us, around us, as well as clear negative thought patterns that 
block us from self love. 

Mother Mary speaks: ?Dearest Children, I have great compassion for you and all humanity. It pains 
me when we are hard on ourselves and when you punish yourselves for past mistakes. Seek to 
forgive yourselves no matter what mistakes you have made in the past.? 

The loving energies of Mother Mary will help to enhance our love for ourselves by inspiring us to be 
aware of the way that we speak to ourselves, the things that we say to ourselves in our mind. The 
energies of Mother Mary and this healing system will help to realign us, rejuvenate and refresh us and 
help us store energy so that we have more energy to give to others. It will help us to enhance our 
intuition by teaching us how to listen to and respond to our inner voice and what it speaks to us that 
we need in order to nurture ourselves. 

You will receive the 25 page manual which includes affirmations, two short meditations, and a symbol 
? all given by Mother Mary. There is a prayer included as well as instructions for sending and receiving 
the attunement and using the Energies of Immaculate Heart of Mother Mary Reiki to heal self or 
others. 

 

Inner Beauty Passionate 

Karmic Relationship Clearing 

The Violet Transmuting Flame of Zadkiel, Archangel of Ascension, Mercy and Transmutation, along 
with St. Germain, brings cleansing light to release karmic ties, bring forgiveness, cleanse karmic debt 
and clear karma related to specific issues (physical or emotional) and discordant Karmic 
relationships . Although many of the seven major Archangels as well as the Council of Light members 
whom I channel contribute to the energy and experience of this clearing. The Unity or Christ 
Consciousness provides a healing atmosphere of unconditional love throughout the 
clearing/cleansing/healing, and Earth Mother grounds the entire experience so that deep healing may 
manifest in the physical realm. 

  

  

The Karmic Relationships Clearing will work with your subtle energetic bodies to allow the release and 
subsequent healing of any karmically induced conditions or barriers. The cleansing and clearing takes 
place in all the energy bodies?physical, etheric, emotional, mental and spiritual. This clearing will 



remove karmic patterns in karmic relationships so that your life and relationships with others can be 
transformed. 

  

  

It will remove anything that serves as a block to having conscious knowledge of karmic patterns that 
are or have affected your relationships. It will resolve undesirable, destructive past life patterns. Thus, 
allowing greater personal growth and awakened consciousness. 

  

  

The Karmic Relationship clearing will remove hidden, unconscious influences in relationships with 
those whom you know and love and assist you in releasing old patterns that you have repeated over 
and over again that no longer work for you. Therefore, aiding you in learning how to recognize karmic 
influences in relationships and move beyond the limitations of the past. This will enable you to 
embrace gifts of awareness about the lessons that other souls bring into your life. 

  

  

The Karmic Relationship Clearing will heal past traumas, dissolving fears, clearing away dysfunctional 
dynamics in relationships and healing the invisible wounds upon the soul.   During the clearing process 
you will release the very karma and emotions that are keeping your relationships in destructive cycles. 

  

  

Emotional wounds of fear, anger, loss, and abandonment will be healed as prenatal or birth 
experiences which have had any negative influences on health, emotions and karmic relationships are 
cleared away. The energy of this clearing will transform negative karma and karmic relationships into 
positive ones and assist you in moving beyond shame and guilt. It will remove the negative influences 
of others such as negative thoughts, feelings, intentions, attachments and energy. 

  

  

The Karmic Relationships Clearing will aid you in avoiding acting out the same experiences so that you 
can instead develop new approaches and solutions to life and relationships that work for you. This 
powerful energy will help to transform negative patterns in such a way that you will choose more 
conscious and loving behaviors and new interactions with those you love. 

  

  



  As the old is cleared away a new understanding comes forward so that you know how to make the 
best of these relationships rather than being under the power of the karmic wounds that hinder you 
from living happy, joyous and free. As a result you are then free to choose your destiny and reshape 
your future. 

  

  

Often a healing of a karmic bond is a lesson that would normally take lifetimes but through working 
with the Karmic Relationships Clearing energies in one instant the lesson can be learned and you are 
set free so that you can release the relationship or consistently act from a place of love and form a 
Holy relationship with that person. 

  

  

  

  

 

Kiss Energetic Healing 

Kiss is a most sensual and sensitive action, that most all people know as an expression of love, care, 
compassion, affection and connection. Kiss, in whatever form, is actually a basic instinctiveness which 
show the feelings of oneness, respectful, grateful, togetherness and a big family of universal creatures. 
Kiss is not always a sensual behavior can also be a sensitivity of feelings of oneness among us. Kiss is 
an action representing a deeper sensation of "I am You" and " You are me" or "You are not alone" or 
"We are the same". 

Depending on the culture and context, a kiss can express sentiments of love, passion, affection, 
respect, greeting, friendship, and good luck, among many others. In some situations a kiss is a ritual, 
formal or symbolic gesture indicating devotion, respect or greeting, as in the case of a bride and groom 
kissing at the conclusion of a wedding ceremony or national leaders kissing each other in greeting, and 
in many other situations. 

Kiss Energetic Healing is a tenderly energetic healing which stimulates a great healing power from our 
self to be further used as an improvement of Health, Wealth and Happiness. Basically, it's an energetic 
system for promoting self-healing ability in better level because its high energy vibration has 
properties to increase our chakras in their highest possible function. As they function well, it allow us 
to held a better connection with the Source of Universe. Therefore, it used to improve our spiritual 
path. 

Kiss Energetic Healing uplifts our energy flow into Heart and Sacral Chakra. Thus it promotes a better 
connection as well as relationship and love without condition within ourselves and another person. It 
also increase calmness, peace, strength, courage and self-worth as we have feel we are not alone. It 
helps us to dismiss sadness, sorrows, pains, losses, loneliness and suffering. 



For people who had a "broken heart" feelings which often brings a negative effect of "losing", it aids 
them to recover their wounded heart and give a strength and courage to standing still to facing up the 
pain, so they can transmute it into pure love. They may have a deep understanding that "Love is 
beyond everything and Love isn't recognize the loss because Everything is Love." 

Kiss Energetic Healing increases a vitality power and raises a magical transformation within ourselves. 
This system also beautifully stimulates our sensuality and raises our sexual pleasure as well. Thus it 
will remove the traumas related with sexual violence, sexual embarrassment and sexual 
harassment/abuse. It will return us to our basic need of sexuality in their genuine form - to retain the 
power of life in intimate relationships, strengthen the bonds with a lover, finding a right person for 
life partner and more are the properties of this system. It is also has great healing properties to reduce 
a stress level, specially in marital and cohabiting relationship. 

OTHER BENEFITS 

Increases fertility 

Good for complementary treatment for prostate cancer, urinary problem, premature ejaculation and 
frigidity. 

promotes the adrenal glands to release epinephrine and norepinephrine (adrenaline and 
noradrenaline) into the blood, thereby causing an adrenaline rush, which has a beneficial impact on 
the cardiovascular system because the heart pumps faster 

promotes healthiness of reproductive system as well as our sexual organs, increases the circulation of 
blood, improves the detoxification within our body and lowering cholesterol levels. 

  

 

Lady Venus Heart 

Lady Venus is the keeper of divine mother flame on Earth.   

Lady Venus Heart includes energies to assist you  in clearing and purification of your heart. 

Lady Venus will infuse your heart with energy designed especially for the heart chakra and preparing 
you to divine realignment with the higher dimensions. Lady Venus Heart will remind you of your divine 
essence, your divine source and divine plan. You will connect to your higher spiritual self and higher 
celestial light beings in the higher realms in Eternal  Light and Love Divine to assist you in ascension so 
you may assist Mother Earth with her own ascension. Lady Venus flame is loving energy, full of 
compassion and grace and divine mother love she is gentle and penetrating deep to assist you become 
whole and remember your divinity; while you are still on Earth. 

 

Lord Maitreya Love Initiations 

Lord Maiterya Love InitiationsTM come to assist you at this time in your life journey to move forward 
to the next phase in your spiritual journey and Ascension. Lord Maiterya is the present Logos of our 



planet step forward to assist you. He gives divine blessings, and guidance, empowering you by 
strengthening your connection with the divine, your higher spiritual being, your life purpose and 
commitment to planetary service. 

You are a planetary server; each step you make forward in your personal ascension assists all others. 
Your progress sends ripples of light across the web of light around planet Earth. 

This is a Master Level and after you receive all 4 initiations you can pass it to others. 

 

Love & Peace Alignment 

Love and Friendship Manifestation 

Love and Friendship manifestation helps to connect you to those who are in tune with your soul 
energies. It helps you connect also to your higher self and creative source in order to guide you in 
meeting people and making friends with those of like energies. This system also helps you strengthen 
already existing friendships, family relationships, and love relationships with your special romantic 
lover. The essence of this energy enhances feelings of well-being and healthy relationships 

Love Empowerment 

Love Reiki Empowerment connects you to the energy of the creative source and your higher self for 
healing love relationships of all kinds. It also helps with drawing in new positive relationships. The 
energy of this attunement brings in personal healing for yourself in order to allow new love 
relationships, and healing of existing relationships. It is a gentle and pure healing and empowerment 
system that works to open you to acceptance of yourself and others for positive relationships. 

 

Love form the Source 

Love Ignition Flash 

Love Ignition Flash is the one of the strongest fire generator of love that ever existed. Warms again 
the overcast fire of love. Increase the sense of caring for others. Love that has been incredibly 
simmering, gives us strength to realize our dreams and life purpose. Even a great chaos, can be 
appeased with love. Magnitude of the fire of love gives infinite pleasure which is the desire of every 
living being. The beauty of love will never make us bored to always improvise in maintaining the 
relationships warmth with those we love. 

LOVE IGNITION FLASH: 

Gives a strong resistance to the soul and our physical bodies in dealing with the rigors of life; brings 
bliss even when faced with challenges; improves fidelity; gives a great sense of belonging to those we 
love and is a protecting bulwark of the sanctity of our love relationship with our spouse. 

Love and Romance Karma 



This system is about removing negative love and romance karma, not only from this life time, but all 
past lifetimes. As you know, what goes around, comes around,and we come into this lifetime having 
to learn our own individual love lessons. 

Someone with negative love karma most assuredly had past lives in which they did not treat their 
lovers or spouses with respect and good intentions. They could have been abusive in past 
relationships. If someone comes into this lifetime and isconstantly abused in relationships, I strongly 
believe that they misused their power in past relationships and abused their lovers, spouses, children 
and others. Your inner most fears, behaviors (negative or positive) and patterns inyour love, sex and 
romantic life are determined by your past life love and romantic affairs. 

 

Love Cocoons 

The attunement to Love Cocoons is in fact an initiation into the energy of Unconditional Love. 

Once you are attuned to this energy, you can use the energy of Unconditional Love to make "Love 
Cocoons'' for yourself and others. A Love Cocoon is an egg-shaped shield around a persons aura, and 
this cocoon can be 

charged and/or filled up by you with Unconditional Love. The energy of Unconditional Love in your 
aura awakens a thorough however affectionate, gentle dissolution of many blockages in your entire 
energy field and it protects you at the same time.  A Love Cocoon is a marvellous experience, 
transforming and at the same time protecting the energy field. 

Make Love Cocoons for yourself and others! 

Love Flush 

Love Flush Empowerments 1 & 2 

The energetic "flushes" are popular to their ease of use and effectiveness. These Love Flushes utilize 
the basic method of the energetic flush to clear out old heart wounds and then fill the individual up 
with universal love. 

These flushes are useful for anyone who has felt that "hole in the heart" or has gone through a recent 
break-up. They are also extremely powerful for anyone who wants to connect more with the universal 
spirit of love and love more unconditionally. 

Love Flush Empowerments 3 & 4 

The first two love flushes worked on clearing out old emotional wounds and bringing in the energy of 
unconditional love. Love Flushes 3 & 4 work more specifically on relationship issues by clearing out 
wounds from past relationships and healing current relationships. 

Luminous Love essence 

Luminous Love Essence brings natural romantic essence, it also brings light of romance in your heart. 
It is a beautiful assistant of tremendous love radiance! It offers heart connection, harmonious 
relationship, and personal correlation with your soul mate. Strengthen your relationship with honesty 



of your simple sincerity. It allows your auric field to get brighter aura and radiates light of wisdom in 
happiness. It also have great energy that help you to lift up your confidence and self-esteem. It allows 
you to find your true love with the sacred soul elegance. It has the power to unite your masculine and 
feminine energy with your partner or conversely. Stimulate your heart to love and protect your mate 
along your relationship and raises mutual trust and respect. It also helps to lead your partner to always 
be comfortable on your presence in his/her life. 

New Love, Light and Hope Reiki 

New Love, Light and Hope Reiki is a new form of Reiki which enables us to apply the energy of Divine 
grace, Love and Forgiveness to heal wounded aspects of ourselves so that we can experience New 
Love, Light and Hope in our lives. The energies of this system break through boundaries that block us 
from fully basking in the Sunlight of the Spirit. 

The energies of New Light, Love and Hope Reiki help us to forgive, let go, trust, have compassion and 
unconditional love for self and others. It helps us open our heart again. It brings in the powerful energy 
of Divine Love for "Love Heals All Things." After regular use of the system the capacity for compassion, 
understanding, generosity, considerateness, sensitivity, empathy ad unconditional love for self and 
others will be enhanced. 

With regular use we are able to soften and grant love and acceptance to everyone, everything and to 
self - to All. 

This system is especially useful and should be activated when you are: 

 
 

 
s own needs in an unhealthy way 

-centered, angry, envious, despairing, or having lots of negative emotions 
 

-hearted, unsympathetic 
 

 love self 
-confidence and or motivation/inspiration 

 
 

There are three symbols used in New Love, Light and Hope Reiki. This system is very easy to use. It 
carries very soft, gentle energies and yet has the perfect balance of masculine energies to motivate 
and inspire us to move forward without fear. Mother Mary and Archangel Gabriel bring forward this 
system and work with you to assist you in the process. 

 

Oceans of Love 

 

Open Heart Reiki 



Open Heart Reiki works to open and expand the heart chakra so the recipient can give and receive 
unconditional love. The energy is expansive and freeing, meant to heal old heart wounds and create 
a light and joyous heart. 

This energy is a beautiful one to use with clients. It is also excellent for healers to help them provide 
healing from that space of expansive love instead of working from a space of neediness or getting 
caught up in your own "stuff." 

 

Passionate Energetic Charger 

Passionate Energetic Charger facilitates the visualization and connects you to a higher spiritual power. 
It's a passionate energy that helps you embed the ability to face life's challenges. And this soothing 
dark moods and bring emotional balance. 

Passionate Energetic Charger gives support to instil you with abundant energy and stabilize the 
relationship between the physical and subtle bodies. Passionate Energetic Charger has beautiful 
energy enhance sexuality and entering and refreshing every cell of the body, this obviously brings 
physical and psychological strength to you. Passionate Energetic Charger brings more energy into your 
auric field, counteract lethargy and fatigue. 

Another benefit of Passionate Energetic Charger is: 

Strengthening superior properties that help your mental and spiritual growth. 

• Bring mental and emotional balance. 

• Bringing openness and acceptance of tranquillity and abundance. 

• Assist in healing the digestive system, fortify nerves, and stimulates the immune system. 

• Increase vitality and strengthen your intention that is based on love and compassion. 

 

Pearl of Love 

 

Pheromone Sexual Essence empowerment 

What is a Pheromone? In a nutshell, it is the sexual scent of attraction.  

 It is scientifically proven that people who produce higher than average human pheromones are highly 
individualized and have more success with the opposite sex. As a result, this can cause an increase in 
hugging, kissing and sexual contact. If you are looking for the man or woman of your dreams, 
pheromones in your body scent are going to play a huge role in attracting a mate.  When used with a 
partner these energies will create the desire within you and your partner to stimulate and satisfy and 
to experience sensations mutually and experience loving ecstasy together. 



Platinum Ring Mate 

Platinum Ring Mate has an energy pattern secure your relationship with another that you want to 

spend your life with. Platinum Ring Mate helps you to find his/her mate, keeping in an unbroken circle 

relationship and prevent the relationship from being broken. This system also has a power to restore 

the relationship with your mate of which whose affair caused a break of mistrust. Platinum Ring Mate 

has ability to generate a strong bond to your relationship as strong as a platinum chain. It strengthens 

your connection cord where it has been linked since the first time you had a commitment and is 

binding his/her mind and soul to follow yours. He/she is in complete dependent relationship with us.  

Relationship Care 

Relationship Care™ is an energy that works behind the scenes of your relationships, in the spaces 
where we really relate. It enhances healthy relationships, dropping away interferences. Any 
misunderstandings or the beginnings of a misunderstanding can be dissolved with Relationship Care. 
Relationship Care is to be approached as a "Session", for you will lift up, in your mind's eye, any 
relationships you want it to attend to. In truth, it is the Responsive Eternal Beings of Love, Light and 
Life who arrive to tend the relationships you activate Relationship Care for. When we think of 
relationships, it is usually people who come to mind. 

They are certainly a major focus of this energy system, but they are not the only relationships we have. 
Relationship Care also assists to improve the health of relationships we have with our pets, money, 
technical devices, ourselves, our spiritual guides and guardians as well as Eternal Sacred Source itself. 

Relationship Repair 

Shakti are sentient forces of Divinity whose positive influences can be brought unto and extend 

through your life in many areas. Repair your relationship with money, self, body, family, pets, friends, 

computer, food, electrical equipment, etc. Relationship repair Shakti is a Divine Being of Eternal Light 

who you may upon after you've receive an attunement of her energy. This gives you a link and the 

privilege of activating her energy anytime you wish to. Also included are two additional functions of 

Divine Will Relationship Ray and Sick Relationship Cord Cutter and another Shakti called Divine Will 

Relationship Shakti to help you gain the relationship accord with Divine Will, to cut cords that are 

unhealthy and to provide energy offerings for gaining healthier relationships. 

Relationship Transformation Reiki 

Relationship Transformation Reiki has been given to us by Archangel Chamuel to clear what 

blocks us from maintaining a healthy and balanced relationship and or attracting a partner 

with positive attributes. This includes clearing negative, lower natured emotions and false and 

limiting beliefs about ourselves, others, and relationships based on experiences of the past. 

These are commonly deeply rooted issues that are in need of being cleared and healed within 

us." 

"Relationship Transformation Reiki will clear out things such as indifference, anger, and 

negativity as even the smallest amount of negativity can create problems in a close 



relationship or can repel a potential relationship interest. It will clear us of negative feelings 

about the relationship and about relationships in general. 

 

Self-Love Reiki 

Self-love is an issue that virtually everyone deals with.  We all suffer at times from feeling like we don't 

fit in, we are not good enough, we are not pretty enough, we are not smart enough. 

These feelings are normal and to a certain extent are healthy. People who never question themselves, 

who believe they are 100% perfect and can do no wrong, are not emotionally healthy and may even 

suffer from some sort of delusional psychiatric disorder. 

The important thing, then, is to learn how to love yourself while accepting your imperfections and faults. 

Nobody is perfect. And when you think about it, wouldn't the world be a boring place if everyone were 

perfect and the same?  

This is a terrific system to use on yourself and also with clients.   

It comes with specific processes to deal with negative thinking patterns.  If you are struggling with 

career, money, or love, this system will help tremendously. 

The 7 Rays of Love Distance Reiki Attunements  

The 7 Rays of Love is a very unique energy that was channelled by Mary LaSota. There are 7 Archangelic 
Attunement Ceremonials, that should be spaced 1 each day for 7 days, or they can be spaced one 
every other day. Anyone can receive the attunements for The 7 Rays of Love, but you must be a reiki 
master and have received all 7 attunements to pass it on to others.  

 
The attunements are:  

Uriel’s Compassion Ray 

Archangel Uriel’s Attunement to the Compassion Ray is a peaceful energy combined with grace and 
love which finds its home in the heart, soul and very essence of ones Being. As the beautiful energy of 
the Ruby Ray permeates deep within the core of your Being, it allows you to find loving peace, a virtue 
of mercy, compassion and love. The Ruby Ray of Compassion especially rejuvenates the solar plexus 
chakra. 

The primary focus of the Compassion Ray is on spiritual service, love for others, peace and devotion. 
This spectacular ray will support a Being on an ongoing basis in the many twists and turns in their 
spiritual journey. From channelled notes, Archangel Uriel says, "in a very direct sense the Ruby Ray of 
Grace will support spiritual healers, teachers and everyone seeking truths or engaged in a Divine 
spiritual journey. For it is this love which serves humanity."  

Most emphatically, it will accentuate and radiate spiritual vitality to any Being who seeks its energizing 
love.  



 
Chamuel’s Adoration Ray 

The Adoration Ray is a relaxing energy which carries its gentle sun-like warmth to the heart, soul and 
spirit. As this beautiful pink ray meshes into every cell of your Being and purifies the chakras it allows 
you to move to adoration, a divineness, which you may use in all of your associations with others.  

The focus of the Adoration Ray is on love, compassion, gratitude and the goodness of life. It will work 
to help you in initiating new friendships and relationships, repairing strained relationships, generally 
in getting along with others, balancing current friendships and enhancing on a day-to-day basis, 
interactions with those you come into contact with.  

Archeia Charity will also participate in this ray.  

 
Zadkiel’s Purification Ray  

 
The Purification Ray is a calming, purifying energy combined with love of the centuries which enter 
the heart, soul, and core of one’s very essence of Being. As the loving energy of the Violet Ray 
permeates each and every cell of your Being and heals the chakras, it allows you to remain in a state 
of calm amidst the many disruptions which cause turmoil. The regal Violet Ray especially purifies the 
"seat-of-the-soul" chakra.  

The main focus of the Purification Ray is on forgiveness, purification, love, and transformation. From 
channelled notes, Archangel Zadkiel says,".. .the Violet Ray totally represents complete love to 
humanity. It will support on all levels of experiences. Most directly, it will offer guidance and assistance 
to all those who choose to practice forgiveness." It will play an important role in transformation from 
a lower to a higher divine level of consciousness.  

 
Raphael’s Emerald Healing Ray  

The Emerald Healing Ray is a profoundly powerful and full encompassing loving energy which 
combines the luminous bright power of the sun with the wholesome based power of nature to create 
beauty, truth, vitality wholesomeness, and healing. As these energies pour themselves into your heart, 
soul, and total Being they will work to refine, purify, cleanse and heal while at the same time they will 
fill your Being with absolute love. It especially activates the Third eye chakra, which teaches the 
development of inner vision to intensity the recognition of truth. The primary focus of the Emerald 
Healing Ray is on healing, love, humility, flawlessness and purity of heart. Also, it will allow you to 
better focus on a particular activity to achieve a specific goal. 

Gabriel’s Harmony Ray  

 
The Harmony Ray is a loving purified energy and in its magnificence merges all the colors of the 
rainbow forming a brilliant white in such a form as to accentuate the Divineness in all Beings. As these 
energies merge themselves deep into your heart, soul and total Being they will work to perfect, heal, 
cleanse, while at the same time you will experience love and harmony in the totality of Self. The 
brilliant Harmony Ray permeates the chakras with a particular emphasis placed upon the base of the 
spine or creation chakra. The primary focus of the Harmony Ray is on "trueness" in communication, 



harmony with Self and with all Beings, purity, perfection and love. Also, it will assist you in developing 
and utilizing your intuitive ability more fully. The Harmony Ray will harmonize all necessary factors 
which will aid you in achieving your goals. 

 
Jophiel’s Illumination Ray  

The Illumination Ray is a strengthening form of energy which carries its rays of light, Jove and warmth 
directly to the heart, the entire being and the soul. As this Divine energy of the yellow Illumination Ray 
permeates every cell of your Being and purifies and strengthens the chakras, it will assist you in 
recognizing true beauty in Beings and the Universe. In particular, the golden rays? Emphasis is on the 
purification of the Crown, which is the chakra that allows an individual to reach deeply into sense of 
self within the Universe.  

The focus of the Illumination Ray is on the beauty within, the beauty in others and the beauty of life. 
It will work to guide you along your aspired spiritual path. Its Divine energy will help you to understand 
the Divine power of Light within yourself.  

Michael’s Protection Ray  

The Protection Ray is a power warrior strength-like energy combined with a love and gentleness which 
finds its way to the heart, soul, spirit and entire Being. As the loving power of this spectacular Sapphire 
Blue Ray meshes into every cell of your Being and purifies and heals the chakras, it allows you to move 
to a spiritual Divineness which incorporates love, genuineness, humility, sereneness and perfection of 
being into all of your day-to-day activities. This majestic blue Ray especially cleanses and heals the 
heart chakra.  

The focus of the Protection Ray is primarily on protection, love, faith and motivation. From channelled 
notes taken, Archangel Michael says, "the fundamental mission of the Protection Ray is to offer Beings 
the protection of guided Light on their spiritual journey." It will also increase your ability to face up to 
challenging dilemmas. It will guide you to reach a path of serenity. 

Sexual Empowerment 

Even if you do not have any sexual issues, the Sexual Flush Empowerment System works to clear out 
spiritual, physical, emotional and mental blockages that prevent you from experiencing the ultimate 
sexual union on all levels in the here and now.   

The purpose of the Sexual Flush Empowerment System is to allow the life force energy to flow freely 
and to allow you to have more depth and intimacy in your sexual experience.  The Sexual Flush 
Empowerment System will release blocks, trapped emotions and will activate, then stabilize your 
sexual bio-generator. 

Soul 2 Soul Heart 2 Heart 

Benefits of the Soul to Soul, Heart to Heart, Soul Mate Connection Activation: 

Attract Soul Mate 

Materialize Soul Mate Union 



Open heart to higher vibration of soul mate 

Open heart to higher vibration of divine, pure, unconditional love 

Readied to receive love and be loved within Soul Mate Union 

Healing of past relationship wounds 

Release of stored emotions and pain from the heart center 

Removal of negative sabotaging patterns 

Clearing of negative energy and emotions 

Worthiness to be loved 

Greater Success in all areas of life 

Clear mind and heart 

Enhanced ability to attract the deepest desires of the heart 

Ability to experience deep oneness, union, connection and intimacy within the soul mate relationship. 

Confidence in dealing with relationships 

Joy, hope, and enthusiasm 

Unconditional love, trust, compassion, hope, faith 

Development of spiritual union within the self 

Wholeness 

Alignment with Higher, more Divine Qualities 

Attracting power 

Removal of protective shields, walls, defensiveness, fear 

Connection to soul mate in consciousness and energetic heart and soul level 

AND MORE! 

 The Soul to Soul, Heart to Heart, Soul Mate Connection Activation is given from the Divine Source to 
assist us in materializing our Divine Soul Mate Union…attracting the one that is Divinely right and 
perfect for us. The energy will work to open the heart to the higher vibration of our soul mate as well 
as to the higher vibration of divine, pure, unconditional love so that we are ready to love and be loved 
within this Holy and Divine Soul Mate Union. 



 Any past relationship wounds which serve as blocks to attracting our soul mate will be healed. The 
energy will work on all levels and as a result a cellular shift will take place bringing healing which will 
allow us to attract our soul mate into our life. 

 As the wounds are healed and released we will feel true freedom within the very depths of our mind, 
body, soul and spirit. All stored emotions and pain from past relationships in this lifetime and others, 
will be released from our heart center. 

 Negative patterns that have been adopted due to the traumas and pains will be released  on a cellular 
level so that we no longer continue repeating sabotaging relationship and life patterns.  

 We will experience greater success in all areas of our life as a result of the clearing and releasing this 
energy provides to our heart center.  

Feelings of unworthiness will be released so that we acknowledge our deservingness for this great 
love in our life. 

 The gentle yet very powerful energy of this system will reprogram our heart and soul so that we can 
experience deep oneness, union, connection and intimacy within the soul mate relationship.  

 The energy will also allow us to connect to our soul mate, soulfully, on a heart and soul level. This 
enables us to meet our soul mate on an energetic soul level and connect to our soul mate - soul to 
soul, heart to heart.  

  Some of us will be able to also develop a vision of our soul mate and or a vision of ourselves with our 
soul mate after working with this energy. Most of us will be able to perceive and sense the energy of 
this connection and harmonize with this energy so that it feels a part of who we are.  

 The energy of this system is powerful and transformative…and will open our heart fully.  

Soulmate retrieval 

Soulmate Reiki 

 

Super Beauty Love Radiance 

Super Beauty Love Radiance is a system that is very powerful in spreading the essence of love that we have or 

that we get from others to the other people around us. This system helps us to act as receiver of the beautiful 

vibrations and pass it back. It really helped us in creating a conducive atmosphere in which we are, at home, the 

office, the social group, wherever you are. It encourages you to be more generous in giving love and affection in 

the form of universal regardless. 

This means that whatever you do, the people around you will feel the same vibration, the vibration of your spread, 

spread to fill the room vibrates where you are and to thrill everyone in it. Super Beauty Love Radiance definitely 

helps boost your confidence. Improving the quality of communication. 

The vibe is very active in the heart chakra and spread throughout the chakras and cleanse negativity and the 

blockage is in the energy pathways. It improves the quality of the energy produced by each chakra. 



In fact, there will likely be a source of love, affection and inspiring for others, as well as those you will feel more 

calm and comfortable. Super Beauty Love Radiance also help you to socialize, integrate, and communicate with 

people who do not know you or who has been close to you. Automatically builds a solid fortress transform and 

protect existing relationship from interference or interference from outside, for you and for the person next to you. 

You helped to more easily calm a heated atmosphere, and shift the conflict into peace. 

 

Supreme Heart Light 

About Supreme Heart Light from the founder, Ferry.... It drives your heart to synchronize with others, to raise 

docility and conformity. It enhances creativity, individuality, and initiative. It helps deal with greed and temptation. 

Remove your fears and worries that you are threatening you and bring a high degree of self-awareness and 

warmed intimacy and commitment. It supports self-healing and spiritual transformation. It is good for self-renewal 

and positive change. Physically it’s a body protection from illness. It supports your cooperation and teamwork in 

relationships. Leads you to feeling of self-conscious and remove worries about how others perceive you. Your life 

is full with sensuality and passion. 

Sweet Smile Energy 

Sweet Smile Energy increase diligence and a sense of order in mental and spiritual management. It radiates a 

soothing and friendly energy to your environment. Attract your enemy to be your ally in a healthy relationship. 

It's a calming fertilizer, even in bad overwhelming situation. 

Sweet Smile Energy protect from bad intention of others. Promotes love, happiness, compassion and also lift 

your personal quality. Sweet Smile Energy gives inner chaste, purity and harmony. 

 

Tantra Reiki manual 

Tantra Reiki 

Tantric God and Goddess 

Unconditional Love empowerment 

Valentine’s Day empowerment 

Venus Manual 

Wheel of Love 

The purpose of this system is to bring balance to the person’s day to day life by looking at all aspects equally, 

which involves the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects of one’s life. The Wheel of Love offers a 

balanced way of working with energies and healing as well. There are 4 parts/attunements to the Wheel of Love: 

Intimacy, Spirituality, Domestic Responsibilities, and Socialization. The nine page manual discusses each in detail 

and how to work with the energies. There are 4 symbols and then a power symbol for this system.  

You will receive the manual by email and a distant attunement to this energy system. 

Wild Goddess attunement 



Founded by Linda Kaye and Rosemary Noel. The purpose of the Wild Goddess Attunement is to help 
free you of all the sexual and emotional restrictions that you have placed on yourself to bring out the 
sensual woman that you are by divine right. When you carry anger, sadness, fear, childhood trauma 
etc. around within your heart and soul, you don’t allow the true sensual Wild Goddess within you out. 
After receiving this empowerment you will find you will discover the relationship you desire or enrich 
your current relationship. 

Wild Soul Free Spirit 

WILD SOUL= FREE SPIRIT REIKI ATTUNEMENT Removes all inhibitions, fears, guilt, insecurities and other 

blockages to unleashing that Wild and Free Spirit that you've always known was within you. We come into this 

lifetime as if we are a blank canvas with a picture ready to be painted; however, due to childhood issues and 

parental and society’s expectations of us, many of us have unhappily placed restrictive boundaries on ourselves to 

the “rules of life and society” and what is expected of us. . Benefits: Raise your confidence level Remove your 

inhibitions Feel alive, sexy and free Treasure your uniqueness. Open up to your creative potential; Discover the 

entrepreneur within you Awaken the adventurer within you Become more independent Bring out the artist, singer, 

writer, etc. within you. Become more prosperous Release the past. 

You are Loved Activation 

The information given here was taken from a channelled message from Archangel Raphael. Our beloved Archangel 

Raphael ends all of his inspiring messages to us all with You Are Love. Raphael emphasizes that each and every 

being on this our earthly planet is love! We are total love! The energy associated with those tender words is at all 

times exceedingly prevailing.  

In this most recent message from Raphael, it was his definite sentiment that there were too many Beings who 

didn't really accept as true that they were in totality love. Raphael indicated that All Beings do want to consider 

this yet there are distinct reasons why some Beings will not allow themselves to sincerely deem it so.  

Our Archangel firmly states the 'actual' explanation is directly related to the lack of enthusiasm and pessimism 

which took place through the generations from the last Age of Innocence up to the present Now.  

Genetically, these belief systems are deeply ingrained within us. There are in addition to the above, countless 

added reasons which stop us from believing that we are love. Raphael mentions some of them but the list could 

go on and on. He recognizes it may be due to a Being's formidable early years, hurtful life experiences, the inability 

of one Being understand another Being, peer pressure, a devastating relationship, and a lack of a definite want. 

High on the list for our beloved Raphael is the unjust and unfair class system.  

Raphael profoundly stated that if an individual felt they were not love, total love, then, most likely, the reason was 

known to the person. Most Beings, if not all, like the sound of the words, You Are Love, but some individuals feel 

they are not worthy of being love, total and complete love.   

Archangel Raphael's loving activation, You Are Love?, is an entirely soothing, tranquil, and peaceful activation. Our 

beloved Raphael refers to this activation as an experience devoted to YOU, for it is your Divine right to know and 

fully believe that You Are Love?. And, that is the essence of this activation! It will support an individual in better 

understanding him/herself and to accept as truth that You Are Love? 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


